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ABSTRACT: Here we report the development of polymeric
nanoparticles, made of poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA)
chemically modified with mannosamine (MN), intended to
specifically interact with the intestinal mucosa and facilitate the
intestinal transport of proteins. PLGA-MN nanoparticles
displayed nanometric size and a negative zeta potential,
which was lower than that of the PLGA nanoparticles. This
correlate well with the preferential location of the MN group
on the nanoparticles surface obtained by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscope (XPS). The presence of MN groups in the
polymer chain led to a different surface morphology noted by
SEM, an increase of the encapsulation of model proteins, and
to help stabilizing the nanoparticles in simulated intestinal fluids. Furthermore, the MN modification significantly enhanced the
nanoparticle’s interaction with the epithelial cells in human intestinal follicle-associated epithelium cell culture model. Overall, the
MN modification significantly modifies the properties of PLGA nanoparticles making them more suitable as nanocarriers for oral
protein delivery.

■ INTRODUCTION

Over the last decades, great efforts have been devoted to the
design of new drug delivery systems, aimed at enhancing the
absorption of drugs and vaccines across mucosal surfaces.
Among them, polymeric nanoparticles have attracted significant
attention due to their ability to interact with mucosal surfaces1,2

and facilitate the transport of the associated macromolecules
across them.3,4

Among them, poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) nano-
particles are well-known because of their ability to associate
and release proteins in a controlled manner.5−7 Moreover, their
potential as transmucosal carriers have been reported for both
nasal and oral administration.8,9 Nevertheless, these nano-
particles have certain disadvantages related to their instability in
biological fluids and such as limited selectivity in their
interaction with mucosal surfaces. In fact, a number of authors
have already shown that PLA-based nanoparticles suffer an
aggregation followed by degradation processes, which ulti-
mately alter the drug stability and release.10−12 An interesting
approach aimed at solving the stability problem, has been the
chemical modification of PLGA with PEG. The results from our
group and others have shown that the PEG shell plays an
interesting role improving the stability of the colloidal systems
in biological fluids, and at improving their transport across

different mucosal surfaces.1,10−16 This improvement has been
understood as a consequence of the nanoparticles stabilization
process and their facilitated diffusion across the mucus.17

However, PEG has not been found to directly influence the
interaction with the underlying epithelium.
An alternative approach to enhance selectivity has been based

upon the use of mannose as targeting ligand. Indeed, several
authors have reported the enhancement of the interaction of
mannose modified nanoparticles with specific cells in vitro and
in vivo.18−21 This higher cell uptake is related with the
expression of mannose receptors by cells, such as macrophages
and some epithelial cells in Peyer’s Patches.22,23 The mannose
receptor is a transmembrane protein with five domains, able to
specifically recognize mannose residues and frequently used to
present antigens to the immune system.24

Taking this information into account, the aim of this work
was to develop PLGA nanoparticles specifically targeted to the
intestinal epithelium and, for this, we have chosen to chemically
modify PLGA with mannosamine (MN) groups. The
hypothesis behind was that the presence of mannose residues
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on the particle surface could selectively target nanoparticles to
M cells, increasing their affinity with the intestinal mucosa.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. PLGA 50:50, (Resomer 503, Mw 35 kDa), sodium

cholate, albumin bovine (fraction V), bovine insulin and pancreatin
from porcine pancreas, D-mannosamine hydrochloride, dicyclohex-
ylcarbodiimide, dimethylaminopyridine, and rhodamine were pur-
chased from Sigma Chemical (Madrid, Spain). Glucose and sucrose
were obtained from Merck (Germany) and Probus (Spain),
respectively. Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s minimal essential medium
(D-MEM, 25 mM glucose), RPMI 1640 medium, heat inactivated fetal
calf serum, nonessential amino acids, L-glutamine, trypsin, PBS, Hank’s
balanced salt solution (HBSS), and penicillin-streptomycin (PEST)
were purchased from Gibco Invitrogen Corporation (Carlsbad, CA).
Human colon carcinoma Caco-2 line (clone 1) was obtained from Dr.
Maria Rescigno, University of Milano-Bicocca, Milano, Italy. Human
Burkitt’s lymphoma Raji B line was supported by the American Type
Culture collection (Manassas, VA). Ultrapure water (Milli-Q Plus,
Millipore Ibeŕica, Spain) was used throughout.
Polymer Synthesis. The PLGA-mannosamine (PLGA-MN) was

synthesized from PLGA (Resomer 503) of Mw of 34 kDa and MN 16
kDa determined by gel permeation chromatography. Terminal acid
groups of PLGA were chemically modified with mannosamine in mild
conditions and under nitrogen atmosphere.
Briefly, 17 mg of DMAP (dimethylaminopyridine) and 600 mg of

PLGA were incorporated into 4 mL of stirred mannosamine solution
in DMF (dimethylformamide; 6.87 mg/mL). Then, DCCI (dicyclo-
hexylcarbodiimide) was added as coupling agent to start the reaction.25

The mixture was kept under magnetic stirring at room temperature
overnight. The product of the reaction was recovered by precipitation
with deionized water. To purify, the polymer was dissolved in
dichloromethane and precipitated with methanol and dried in
desiccators under vacuum.
The reaction product was followed by 1H NMR spectroscopy, using

chloroform-d1 as solvent. Control spectra were performed of
mannosamine and original PLGA in deuterium oxide and chloro-
form-d1, respectively.
Nanoparticle Preparation. PLGA and PLGA-MN nanoparticles

were prepared by the double emulsion technique (w/o/w), as follows:
0.25 mg of BSA dissolved in 25 μL of water (10 mg/mL) or 1.25 mg
of insulin in 125 μL of HCl 0.01 M (10 mg/mL) were emulsified in
0.5 mL solution of polymer in dichloromethane (50 mg/mL) by
sonication (Branson 250 Sonifier) for 15 s (output 2). Then 2 mL of
cholic acid solution (1% w/v) were added to this first emulsion and
the resulting w/o/w emulsion was sonicated again for 15 s (output 2).
The double emulsion was diluted rapidly in 25 mL of cholic acid
solution (1% w/v), left on magnetic stirring for 10 min and then the
solvent was eliminated to a final volume of 15 mL by evaporation
under vacuum (Rotavapor R-114, Büchi, Switzerland).5 Finally, the
nanoparticles were isolated by centrifugation at 10000g for 30 min.
Unloaded and fluorescent nanoparticles (0.05 mg of rhodamine in

ethanol) were obtained after one sonication step (o/w) in the same
conditions as we described above.
Nanoparticle Characterization. Measurements of particle size,

polydispersity, and zeta potential were performed by photon
correlation spectroscopy (PCS) and laser doppler anemometry
(LDA) using a Zetasizer III (Malvern Instruments; n > 3).
The morphological examination of nanoparticles was performed

using the scanning electronic microscopy (SEM). For preparing the
SEM samples 10 μL of the nanoparticle suspension were mounted
onto metal stubs and dried for 48 h. The coating was performed with a
gold alloy of 200- 300 Ǻ thick. Superficial analyses of nanoparticles
were carried out by X-ray photoelectron spectroscope (XPS) to
confirm the localization of MN residues on the nanoparticle surface.
XPS measurements were performed using a VG Escalab 250 iXL
ESCA Instrument (VG Scientific), with a monochromatic Al−Kα
radiation (hν = 1486.92 eV). Photoelectrons were collected from a
take-off angle of 90° relative to the sample surface. The measurement

was done in a constant analyzer energy mode with 100 eV pass energy
for survey spectra and 20 eV pass energy for high resolution spectra.
Surface elemental composition was determined using standard Scofield
photoemission cross sections. The presence of O, C, and N was
identified in the general spectra and the relative MN percentage was
calculated based upon the atomic quantification of the identified
components.

Freeze-Drying Process. Several concentrations of PLGA and
PLGA-MN nanoparticles were frozen at −20 °C in the presence or
absence of different concentrations of cryoprotector. Samples were
then freeze-dried at 200 × 10−3 mBarr (Labconco, Kansas City, MI,
United States), by following two steps: a primary drying step for 24 to
36 h at −30 °C, and a secondary drying step until the temperature
gradually rose to +20 °C. PLGA and PLGA-MN nanoparticles were
then resuspended in water and checked for particle size.

The investigated variables were the type and concentration of the
cryoprotector and the nanoparticle concentration. First, we fixed the
nanoparticle concentration at 0.5 mg/mL, and we varied the type of
cryoprotector, glucose or sucrose, at two different concentrations 5
and 10%. Afterward, glucose 5% was selected as a cryoprotector and
the final concentration of nanoparticles was 0.5, 1, or 2 mg/mL.

Stability of the Nanoparticles in Simulated Intestinal
Medium (USP XXXVI). PLGA of PLGA-MN nanoparticles were
incubated in simulated intestinal medium (USP XXXVI, pH 6.8,
pancreatin 1% p/v) for 2 h at 37 °C. The particles interacting with
biological components were separated by centrifugation at 1.000g for 2
min. The size and concentration of the remaining particles was
determined by PCS and by measuring the optical absorbance in the
supernatant (λ = 450 nm; UV-1603, UV-visible spectrophotometer
Shimadzu). All samples were measured against a blank solution of
simulated intestinal medium14 (n > 4).

Protein Encapsulation. BSA and insulin were chosen as model
proteins to evaluate the effect of MN modification on the ability of
nanoparticles to encapsulate therapeutic proteins. The amount of BSA
and insulin entrapped in nanoparticles was calculated by the difference
between the theoretical content and the amount of free protein found
in the supernatant, measured by the microBCA protein assay (λ = 570
nm). Calibration curve were made using supernatants of the
corresponding unloaded nanoparticles (n = 6).

Protein encapsulation efficiency (EE) of nanoparticles was
calculated as indicated below:

=
−

×EE(%)
total amount of protein free protein

total amount of protein
100%

Protein Release. The release of BSA and insulin from PLGA or
PLGA-MN nanoparticles was investigated by incubation of particles in
PBS (pH 7.4) for 28 days at 37 °C. At appropriate intervals (1 h, 1
day, 3 days, 7 days, 14 days, and 28 days) the samples were collected
and centrifuged at 22000g for 30 min. The protein concentration in
the release medium was determined by the micro BCA protein assay
(λ = 570 nm). A calibration curve was made at each time interval using
nonloaded nanoparticles (n = 9).

Cell Culture Experiments. In vitro cell culture studies were
carried out on Caco-2 cell monocultures and Caco-2 and Raji cells
cocultures. Caco-2 cells (human colon carcinoma, clone1) and Raji
cells were cultivated on flasks using supplemented D-MEM and RPMI
medium. Caco-2 cells were passed to achieve 90% confluence (4−5
days). Raji cells were passed every 8−9 days by three times dilution.
The media were changed every other day 26. The passage used for
experiments varied between 19 and 34 and 109−119 for Caco-2 and
Raji cells, respectively.

In Vitro Quantitative Transport and Uptake Studies. Caco-2
cells were seeded with a density of 5 × 105 cells per well in 12-well
plates (membrane pore diameter of 3 μm, Corning Costar, New York,
NY) over a basement membrane Matrix (Matrigel TM, Becton
Dickinson, Bedford, MA) using D-MEM medium supplemented with
10% fetal calf serum, 1% of L-glutamine (v/v), 1% (v/v) of PEST, and
1% (v/v) of nonessential amino acids. After three days of incubation,
the inserts were inverted and placed in Petri dishes, and sterile silicon
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tubes were placed around the basolateral sides of the inserts. A total of
14 days later, Raji cells were added in the basolateral compartments.
Cocultures were maintained for 5 days. Monocultures of Caco-2 cells,
cultivated as above, except for the presence of Raji cells, were used as
controls.
Prior to starting experiments, silicon tubes were removed; cell

monolayers were placed in new multiwell plates.26 Culture medium of
mono- and cocultures was removed and substituted by HBSS. Then,
transepithelial electric resistance (TEER) values were measured with
an Endohm tissue resistance chamber (Endohm-12, World Precision
Instruments, Sarasota, FL) to verify the integrity of the cell monolayer

and the conversion of enterocytes to M cells. The TEER values were
around 300 and 150 Ω·cm2 for monocultures and cocultures,
respectively. Afterward, cell monolayers were incubated with
fluorescent nanoparticles (1 mg/mL, 2 × 108 nanoparticles/mL) in
HBSS for 90 min under different conditions.

Following each experiment, basolateral solutions were analyzed by
flow cytometry (FACScan, Becton Dickinson) to measure the number
of transported nanoparticles. Although no control assays were
performed in order to confirm the nanoparticle integrity, this approach
has been well referenced before to evaluate the transport of PLGA
nanoparticles, demonstrating its consistency.26−28 Next, the cell

Figure 1. NMR spectra corresponding to PLGA-MN (a), MN (b), and PLGA polymer (c).
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monolayers were rinsed five times with cold PBS (pH = 5) in order to
remove the particles that were not strongly associated with the cells,
and incubated with an “acid wash” solution (EDTA 5 mM in PBS, pH
= 5) for 15 min. Finally, the monolayers were dried overnight and
dissolved in a “Lysis Medium” (2% SDS/50 mM EDTA in PBS, pH =
6). The number of strongly associated nanoparticles was quantified by
flow cytometry (FACScan, Becton Dickinson). The results were
expressed as percentage of the donor solution (n > 3).
Statistical Analysis. The statistical significance was studied by the

ANOVA One-Way test (SigmaStat Program, Jandel Scientific, version
2.0). Differences were considered to be significant at a level of P <
0.05.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This work aimed at evaluating the potential benefit of PLGA
chemical modification with MN in the performance of the
resulting nanoparticles as carriers for oral protein admin-
istration. More specifically, the influence of the polymer
modification was studied with regard to its influence on (i)
nanoparticles stability in intestinal fluids; (ii) protein loading
and release capacity; and (iii) interaction with the FAE model
cell line epithelium.
Mannosamine Modification of PLGA. The success on

the chemical modification of PLGA was confirmed by 1H
NMR. In Figure 1 is depicted the 1H NMR spectra
corresponding to PLGA-MN, MN, and PLGA polymer. From
their comparison, we observed that the signals between 3 and 4
ppm (ppm) in PLGA-MN polymer (Figure 1a) were no
present in original PLGA spectrum (Figure 1c) and their
localization in the PLGA-MN spectrum match with MN peaks
(Figure 1b). Additionally, the broadening and the displacement
of these signals in PLGA-MN polymer spectrum (Figure 1a)
could be explained by the change in the chemical environment
of MN.
MN Groups are Present on the Surface of MN-PLGA

Nanoparticles. The physicochemical properties of unloaded
PLGA and PLGA-MN nanoparticles, prepared by the simple
emulsion method, are summarized in Table 1. The MN
attachment to PLGA did not cause a significant change of the
particle size or polydispersity. However, PLGA-MN nano-
particles exhibited a zeta potential that was significantly lower
than that of PLGA nanoparticles. This modification led us to
speculate about the localization of MN residues on the
nanoparticle’s surface as it was previously reported by others
authors for hydrophilic modifications of PLGA polymer.10,16

This hypothesis was additionally supported by the wrinkled
surface (Figure 2) of PLGA-MN nanoparticles as compared to
the smooth surface of PLGA nanoparticles observed by SEM.
According to the XPS surface analysis of nanoparticles, the

oxygen content onto the surface of PLGA-MN nanoparticles
doubled the one corresponding to PLGA nanoparticles (0.31 vs
0.17; Table 2). Furthermore, the percentage of nitrogen
residues (w/w), which can be only related with MN moieties,
on the nanoparticles surface was around 0.11%, a value that is
close to the theoretical MN content in the original polymer.
Moreover, the external aqueous phase favors the superficial
orientation of hydrophilic residues such as MN. These results

agree with those reported by Kim and co-workers, where
significant changes of the superficial composition of coated
PLGA nanoparticles were detected by XPS.27 Consequently,
this result, together with previous changes in zeta potential
depicted in Table 1, could be taken as an indication of the
preferential surface localization of the MN residues.

MN-PLGA Nanoparticles Can Be Freeze-Dried and
Reconstituted. From the pharmaceutical point of view, the
conversion of the PLGA nanoparticle suspensions into powders
is critical in order to avoid particle degradation during storage.
To assess the feasibility of the freeze-drying of MN-modified
nanoparticles, two different sugars, glucose and sucrose, were
used (Figure 3a). The sugar concentration was of 5 and 10%
w/v, and the nanoparticle concentration was in the range of 0.5
to 2 mg/mL (Figure 3b). The results indicated that, as in the
case of PLGA nanoparticles, the presence of a cryoprotector is
essential for the adequate reconstitution of PLGA-MN
nanoparticles upon freeze-drying process. However, the type
or the concentration of the cryoprotector did not have a
significant influence on the final size of the reconstituted
nanoparticles (Figure 3a).28 On the other hand, the results in
Figure 3b revealed that the freeze-dried nanoparticles can be
conveniently resuspended, irrespective of their initial concen-
tration (0.5, 1, and 2 mg/mL). Overall, the modification of the
polymer with MN did not affect the feasibility of the freeze-
drying process.

MN Groups Enhance the Stability of MN-PLGA
Nanoparticles in Simulated Intestinal Medium (USP
XXXVI). As the surface modification of PLGA nanoparticles
may influence their stability in intestinal fluids,10,11 we
hypothesized that the MN residues in the nanoparticles surface
could increase their stability. Thus, we incubated the nano-
particles in intestinal medium with pancreatin (USP XXXVI)
for 2 h and determined the percentage that remained in
suspension and their size. In agreement with previous reports

Table 1. Physicochemical Characterization of Isolated PLGA and PLGA-MN Nanoparticles

polymer size (nm) polydispersity potential zeta (mV) MN content (%)

PLGA 276.0 ± 27.3 0.209 ± 0.080 −55.1 ± 1.8 0
PLGA-MN 246.4 ± 13.5 0.251 ± 0.038 −43.3 ± 3.4a 0.115 ± 0.024

aStatistical differences P < 0.05 (mean ± SD, n = 6).

Figure 2. SEM photographs of PLGA-MN (A) and PLGA (B)
nanoparticles.

Table 2. Atomic Composition of PLGA and PLGA-MN
Surface

formulation C % O % O/C ratio

PLGA 79.1 16.9 0.21
PLGA-MN 63.6 31.4 0.49
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on the effect of intestinal enzymes in nanoparticle aggrega-
tion,10−12 the results showed that both PLGA and MN-PLGA
nanoparticles undergo a certain aggregation upon incubation
with the intestinal fluid. However, the presence of MN on the
nanoparticles surface led to some improvement in their stability
(table 3). In fact, after 2 h of incubation the percentage of

PLGA-MN nanoparticles remaining in suspension was higher
(49% vs 35%) and their size was smaller (398 vs 512 nm) than
that of PLGA nanoparticles. This stabilizing effect of MN was
similar to the one observed for PEGylated nanoparticles,10

suggesting the potential protein repellent effect of the MN
residues.
MN Groups Enhance the Protein Encapsulation

Efficacy of MN-PLGA Nanoparticles. Two different model
proteins, BSA (Mw: 69 kDa, IP: 4.7) and insulin (Mw: 5.8 kDa,
IP: 5.3), were selected as model compounds in order to
investigate the influence of the MN modification on the ability
of PLGA nanoparticles to associate hydrophilic proteins. The
results depicted in Table 4 indicated that both PLGA and
PLGA-MN nanoparticles, prepared by double emulsion

method, presented high protein encapsulation efficiencies.
However, the presence of MN residues in the polymer chain,
led to a 10% enhancement in the encapsulation efficiency of
both proteins. This could be explained by the interaction
between proteins and the mannose residues in polymer.
Sugimoto and co-workers reported that saccharides show
diverse mechanisms of protein recognition, and most of them
involve hydrogen and van der Waals bonding.29 Hence,
saccharide modification could lead to a more hydrophilic
polymer, with higher affinity for proteins.

MN Groups Do Not Affect Protein Release from MN-
PLGA Nanoparticles. Given the influence of the MN groups
of the protein encapsulation, it could be expected that they
would also affect the protein release rate. Nevertheless, the
results in Figure 4 indicate that such modification did not have

an impact on the release of the encapsulated protein. This
could be explained by the fact that the drug release rate from
PLGA nanoparticles is mainly governed by the degradation of
the polymer matrix,30 which might not be affected by the
presence of MN.
However, a different profile was obtained for the two model

proteins investigated. More specifically, most of the encapsu-

Figure 3. Effect of the type and concentration of the cryoprotector (a) and of the particle concentration (freeze-dried with glucose 5%; b) on the size
of PLGA and PLGA-MN nanoparticles after freeze-drying process. Df: mean particle size after freeze-drying and further resuspension. Di: mean
initial particle size (mean ± SD, n = 4).

Table 3. Interaction of PLGA and PLGA-MN Nanoparticles
with Simulated Intestinal Fluid Compounds after Incubation
by 2 h at 37 °C (Mean ± SD, n ≥ 3)

polymer time (h) size (nm) remaining particles (%)

PLGA 0 266 ± 13 100
1 357 ± 23 50 ± 14
2 512 ± 68 35 ± 5

PLGA-MN 0 284 ± 18 100
1 337 ± 17 59 ± 6
2 398 ± 56 49 ± 6

Table 4. Encapsulation Efficacies of PLGA and PLGA-MN
Nanoparticlesa

polymer
insulin encapsulation efficiency

(%)
BSA encapsulation efficiency

(%)

PLGA 68 ± 2 68 ± 1
PLGA-MN 77 ± 15 84 ± 2

aInsulin theoretical loading 5%, BSA theoretical loading 1% (mean ±
SD, n = 6).

Figure 4. In vitro protein release profiles from PLGA (circles) and
PLGA-MN (squares) nanoparticles after 28 days in PBS (pH 7.4) at
37 °C. Open symbols: percentages of BSA released. Close symbols:
percentages of insulin released (mean ± SD, n = 9).
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lated of BSA was released from nanoparticles in a few days,
whereas, the amount of insulin released along the study was less
than 20%. This finding could be attributed to the different
distribution of the entrapped proteins into the polymer matrix
as a consequence of their different size BSAMw: 69 kDa, insulin
Mw: 5.8 kDa. Moreover, we cannot discard the possibility of the
interaction of the encapsulated insulin with the polymer
degradation products or even its degradation in the acidic
environment as previously reported.31 Although these results
cannot be extrapolated to the in vivo situation, we could
conclude that the MN modification of PLGA did not affect the
in vitro release profile and that additional efforts might be
needed in order to further control the release of insulin from
PLGA-MN nanoparticles.
MN Groups Enhance the Affinity of MN-PLGA Nano-

particles for M Cells. To study the mechanisms involved in
the interactions of these nanoparticles across the intestinal
mucosa, rhodamine-loaded PLGA, and PLGA-MN nano-
particles were incubated with mono- and cocultures, as in
vitro models for normal enterocytes and M cells, respectively.
Nanoparticles were incubated with the cell monolayers for 90
min, at different conditions. Then, the basolateral media and
cell lysates were sampled to quantify the amount of fluorescent
nanoparticles that were associated to the monolayer.
From the analysis of the basolateral media, it was deduced

that the transport of MN-PLGA nanoparticles across the
coculture was 2-fold higher than for the monoculture (results
not shown). In addition, it was found that, despite the limited
transport in both, mono-, and cocultures, the amount of
nanoparticles crossing the monolayer was higher for MN-PLGA
nanoparticles than for PLGA nanoparticles (0.011 vs 0.111% of
donor solution in monoculture and 0.022 vs 0.193% of donor
solution in coculture for PLGA and PLGA-MN nanoparticles,
respectively). This result suggest the potential of MN residues
as ligand to improve the affinity of PLGA nanoparticles by
nonspecific and specific interactions with both enterocytes and
M cells. Moreover, the incubation of nanoparticles with both
monolayers at 4 °C decrease the transport of nanoparticles
more than 3-fold (data not shown) in comparison with the
results obtained at 37 °C. These findings agree with earlier
results reported by Fievez and co-workers, where MN residues
improved the transport of PLGA-PCL-PEG nanoparticles
through FAE model.32

Cells lysates were also analyzed to quantify the amount of
nanoparticles internalized by the cells or strongly associated to
them. As shown in Figure 5, the interaction of PLGA-MN
nanoparticles with the FAE monolayer was significantly higher
than that of the PLGA ones, reaching values as high as 20%. As
expected, this result could be attributed to the positive role of
MN residues in enhancing the interaction of PLGA-MN
nanoparticles with M-cells (∼10−20%). These results reveal
the higher affinity of MN-PLGA nanoparticles by M cells as
compared to that of PLGA nanoparticles. The greater transport
described above for MN-PLGA nanoparticles in regular Caco-2
cells as compared to PLGA nanoparticles can not be explained
in terms of greater uptake but probably in terms of their
enhanced stability. However, this is only a speculation as the
amount of nanoparticles crossing the epithelium is indeed low.
Moreover, uptake experiments performed at 4 °C, showed a
significant reduction of the number of nanoparticles associated
to monolayers, indicating that the uptake of MN-PLGA
nanoparticles is an active mechanism (data not shown),
probably involving the formation of endosomes.33

All of these results suggest that these nanoparticles interact
with M cells via receptor-mediated endocytosis. However, up to
date, no identification of mannose receptor has been confirmed
in this in vitro model. Therefore, more detailed experiments
should be done in order to clarify the mechanisms involving
mannosylated nanoparticle uptake, as well as to confirm their
affinity by specific receptors overexpressed in human M cells.
Beyond these mechanistic details, the enhancement of the
affinity of MN-modified nanoparticles by M cells, points out
their potential as carriers for systemic protein delivery and,
notable, for their delivery to the immune system.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a new protein carrier made of chemically
modified PLGA polymer with MN. The decrease of zeta
potential values, the significant changes of the superficial
composition detected by XPS together with the wrinkled
surface observed on the PLGA-MN nanoparticles suggests that
the MN could be located on the particle surface. Mannose
modification improved the particle stability in simulated
intestinal medium, as well as the association of hydrophilic
proteins, such as insulin and BSA, allowing a higher
nanoparticle uptake, and suggesting a better interaction with
the intestinal epithelium.
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